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The interior is on par with luxury brand SUVs. The ride is very quiet with very little if any road
noise. My RDX had much more road noise. The handling is impressive but the ride is a little
stiffer than my Acura. I think that is due to the fact Mazda concentrates on handling first then
comfort. The ride is still very comfortable and bumps are absorbed nicely. The heads up display
is my favorite feature. You literally never have to take your eyes off the road with all the
information displayed on the heads up display. The sign recognition is awesome. The overall
styling which is very subjective is very classy and compares to more expensive SUV with fit and
finish. Power is adequate but nothing to brag about. If speed is important than there are
probably better choices. I personally like the overall balance between the ride, handling, quiet
Interior, power, and styling inside and out. If you want to spend the money for a luxury brand
name go for it. The chassis and suspension deliver exceptional handling and a quiet ride
overall. Most autos today in the upper level trim include a suite of safety features which
depending on the maker can be intrusive but not the Mazda. Lane keeping assist, adaptive
cruise, reactive braking, blind spot monitoring, etc. The piano black trim around the shifter and
door window switches is so fragile it will scratch just looking at it. I've had no difficulties with
this SUV and have a little over than 7K miles on it. Rides and handles great and the performance
from the 4 cylinder turbo engine is brisk. Mileage on mostly rural backroads and highways is
MPG. Just picked it up after owning a cx5 for a year. Where I felt the cx5 lacked, the cx9 picks
up the slack in refinement and luxury. It is truly a joy to drive. The addition of the ventilated
front seats is what I was waiting for. Apple car play is another plus. This car is a head turner. My
only wish is that the driver seat had a couple inches more in width for us big fellas! The CX-9 is
much more fun to drive, has more technology for the money and is much easier to park. This
car responds very well and hits the corners like a much smaller car. My only complaint is that
the seat is not as comfortable as I had hoped. It has a dip in the seat, as if designed to cup your
rear and is narrow and short by comparison to the RX The RX seats are really comfortable and
roomy. This car has a moonroof, premium package with Bose Speakers and has lane assist, and
blind spot warning, and a navigation system with a 93 pg manual. It is built just as beautifully. I
highly recommend it. Test drove Honda Pilot, Ford Explorer. Dismissed Volvo and Audi on cost
and reliability. No opinion of Mazda till I drove it. Instant smiles. Now, a year or so in. I still
smile. The torque is delightful. Like a diesel without clatter and smoke. It pulls, it has superb
throttle response in traffic and really nice midrange response. It does not like being pushed
hard. It gets a little buzzy or rorty. Seats are good but not class leading. Would buy again
without hesitation. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the CX View
Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars
2 stars 1 star. Zoom Zoom is right! Love at first drive. Items per page:. Write a review See all
CX-9s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the CX Sign Up. The Mazda CX-9 is the anti- crossover
of crossovers. Its inspired dynamics and peppy turbocharged engine emphasize performance
above all else. And like its smaller CX-3 and CX-5 siblings, the CX-9's upscale, attractive cues
â€” both inside and out â€” stand above most of its less-inspired classmates. But in part
because of its emphasis on agility and stylish features, key areas like utility and tech take a
back seat in the cramped third row. Mazda, yet again, nails crossover styling with its largest
offering. This is the best-looking vehicle in its class. The Mazda CX-9 is an attractive alternative
to other boxier, inelegant options. The inside of the CX-9 is just as pretty as the outside. All the
finishes feel very upscale. There's ample high-quality leather on the door panels and dash, and
soft plastics elsewhere. Color patterns like the two-tone black and tan in this tester make the
premium cabin look more appealing, even from the outside looking in. Three rows and a hefty
4,pound curb weight don't hamper the CX-9's dynamics as much as you might think. With
all-wheel drive, the CX-9 is grippy in the corners, and Mazda estimates a miles-per-hour time of
about 7. The rakish styling of the rear three-quarter and the dramatically sloped windshield do
hinder the Mazda CX-9 in one vital area: space. The Total passenger volume is a mere Mazda's
infotainment system was merely acceptable when new â€” now it's outdated. While the rest of
the CX-9 feels fresh, it's time for an update here. The muddled layout and hard-to-use rotary dial
â€” or, "Multi-Function Command Controller" â€” detract from the experience of this otherwise
exceptional SUV. The occasional weekend voyage to the lake or cross-country road trip may
require a three-row SUV with better towing, depending on what you need to haul. The Mazda
CX-9's maximum 3,pound tow rating is among the lowest in class. For reference, both the
Subaru Ascent and Volkswagen Atlas can tow up to 5, pounds. And if you can live with its
truck-based underpinnings and V8-only engine lineup, the Chevrolet Tahoe can move up to 8,
pounds. Both are standard on the CX The two systems are also available as part of a
dealer-installed retrofit kit on earlier, current-gen CX-9s. Apr 25, at pm ET. By : Jeff Perez. An
impressive crossover on nearly all fronts. Subaru Ascent Vs. Transmission 6-Speed Automatic.
Drive Type All-Wheel Drive. Speed MPH 7. Weight 4, Pounds. Seating Capacity 7. Cargo Volume

Towing 3, Pounds. Car Buying Service Get upfront price offers on local inventory. Search for:
New Cars. Used Cars. Pros and Cons. Mazda CX Sign In or Sign Up. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. So you need a big family SUV, but you really don't want one. You'd
definitely miss driving your smaller, sportier car, and frankly, you'd rather not hold a grudge
against your kid s and significant other for forcing you into some vast, cumbersome beast of an
automotive pachyderm. Well, there might be a happy medium: the Mazda CX The CX-9 may be a
three row, seven-passenger crossover , but it prioritizes driving enjoyment and interior
ambiance over providing maximum space and practicality. Now that does mean it has less
cargo space than those vast, cumbersome beasts and bigger kids will struggle to fit in its third
row. It also can seat only seven passengers. Honestly, that's what most people use their
three-row crossovers for anyway, and if that fits your needs, then the CX-9 is a great way to go.
Though largely unchanged from when this generation debuted for the model year, the Mazda
CX-9 gets a few small but significant enhancements for Headlining these updates is an all-new
infotainment system with a larger screen and more advanced rotary control system. It makes a
big difference. Mazda also updated the design of the wheels and grille on the top-end CX-9
Signature, and now offers a Carbon Edition model that slots between the Touring and Grand
Touring trims. The Carbon Edition adds "Polymetal Gray" exterior paint, gloss black door
mirrors, a unique gloss black front grille and inch black metallic aluminum alloy wheels. Inside,
it adds red leather seats and black interior trim on the dash, door panels and handle bezels. The
interior varies by trim level, but with Mazda making moves to grab customers from some of the
luxury brands on its "path to premium," the higher grades do look and feel like a high-quality,
comfortable place to spend time. There are some rally nice materials in use, depending on the
trim level, including Nappa leather and something called Santos Rosewood. It's all laid out in a
straightforward, traditional way though crafted with care and attention to detail. Mazda's tech
interface, which had been a liability in the CX-9, is upgraded for to the same one featured in the
smaller CX The dashtop screen is large and easy to see. Wheeling through playlists or contacts
is actually easier with a knob, but selecting icons on the menu screen is time consuming and
annoying. It responds well, without lag or bugginess. It's a full-size crossover with seating for
seven passengers. At It's only slightly longer than the new Ford Explorer and Subaru Ascent.
However, that exterior space doesn't really translate into a similar advantage inside where it
matters most. For starters, most of its competitors can be configured for seven or eight
passengers. The CX-9, like the Explorer , is limited to 7. Its third row is also smaller than the
competition, with less legroom, notably less headroom and a generally more claustrophobic
space. It's similar to the Toyota Highlander in this way. It's a similar situation in terms of cargo
space. Its 14 cubic feet of cargo space behind the third row and maximum The CX-9 employs a
turbocharged 2. That's less horsepower but more torque than much of the competition. It's
rated to tow 3, pounds, while the Ascent, Pilot, Highlander , Explorer and Traverse each tow as
much as 5, pounds. The front-wheel-drive version gets 22 mpg city, 28 highway and 24
combined, while the all-wheel-drive version gets 20 mpg city, 26 highway, 23 combined. Most of
the competition gets similar fuel economy , with combined ratings ranging from 20 to 24
combined mpg, depending on how they're configured, but the Mazda sits on the more
economical side of that range. It's clear that Mazda kept the driver in mind when creating this
CX-9, as it's actually a pleasant ute to drive â€” even sort of fun. In a segment that is far more
utilitarian that entertaining, this is the closest thing to an enthusiast pick available. It handles
well and responds to inputs in a satisfying way. Its ride isn't detached or anything approaching
squishy, but it's still fairly compliant, and therefore comfortable even on lousy roads. That said,
it is a big vehicle, which means it's kind of tricky to navigate tight parking lots. Still, that'll be the
case with any large three-row crossover. And if you're reluctant to make that family-forced
plunge from a smaller, fun-to-drive car, the CX-9 should make the impact a little less painful.
Despite having less horsepower than the competition, the CX-9 doesn't feel sluggish around
town thanks to the impressive pound-feet of torque peaking at a low 2, rpm. That pep does
begin to fade at the higher end of the rev range, especially when loaded up with people and
cargo. In general, we don't think the CX-9's engine is a benefit or a detriment. If you're
cross-shopping the CX-9 or the Subaru Ascent, this is a good read to highlight the two cars'
strengths and weaknesses. It's a tough choice, but we're here to help you make an informed
decision. Some high-level comparison among some of the segment's most popular vehicles,
complete with charts comparing performance, size and fuel economy. This is our first drive of
this generation of the CX-9, complete with full driving impressions and analysis for potential
buyers. The gist: It's not for everyone, but for some people, it's the perfect, almost plucky
three-row crossover. Standard equipment on the Sport includes inch aluminum alloy wheels,
LED headlights and taillights, rear privacy glass, three rows of seating, three-zone climate
control, proximity entry and push-button start, leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob,

Mazda Connect infotainment with 7-inch touchscreen and a variety of internet-streaming radio
apps. To see what extra features come on the Touring, Grand Touring and Signature trim levels,
check out this breakdown of features, specs and local pricing here on Autoblog. You can find
their pricing below. Besides the expected array of airbags and stability aids, every Mazda CX-9
comes standard with a rearview camera, blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, and
low-speed emergency braking assist. Touring trim and higher includes lane departure warning,
lane-keeping assist, automatic high beam control, and automatic emergency braking with
pedestrian detection. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration gives the Mazda CX-9
a five-star overall safety rating, with four-star frontal and rollover ratings, and a five-star side
crash rating. Autoblog accepts vehicle loans from auto manufacturers with a tank of gas and
sometimes insurance for the purpose of evaluation and editorial content. Like most of the auto
news industry, we also sometimes accept travel, lodging and event access for vehicle drive and
news coverage opportunities. Our opinions and criticism remain our own â€” we do not accept
sponsored editorial. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Byron Hurd.
Share 0 Comments. What's new for ? What are the CX-9 interior and in-car technology like? How
big is the CX-9? What's the CX-9's performance and fuel economy? What's the CX-9 like to
drive? What more can I read about the CX-9? Ascent, Pilot, Highlander and CX How they
compare on paper Some high-level comparison among some of the segment's most popular
vehicles, complete with charts comparing performance, size and fuel economy. What features
are available and what's the CX-9's price? Featured Gallery Mazda CX Compare Now. Reviews
Mazda Buying Guide Crossover. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a
comment. View More. See Local Pricing. I'm not in the market for a vehicle at this time. Please
move this suggestion to the side for 30 days. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your
in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider
allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for
your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name.
Cancel Change Name. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. February in Mazda. I
purchased the Mazda CX-9 in May Since purchasing the vehicle I have had to take the car into
the dealership 8 times. The carpet was ripped and a square piece of foam was missing.
Thankfully, it was replaced. Although, the first time it was installed wrong. I had to take it back a
few weeks later when the carpet started creeping out the sides. In addition, I have had the front
door checkers recalled, my right passenger door lock was intermittent, check fuel light has
come on, a tire rim was dis-colored and thankfully replaced. Currently, the car is at the
dealership because a rock hit my AC condenser and my AC is no longer working. It's not a
manufacturer problem, but could this be a design flaw? I do not recall a rock hitting my car to
cause such damage. At this point, I am frustrated that my "new" car has had so many issues. I
love the car - it looks sharp, its has a lot of cool bells and whistles, and it drives like a dream.
My kids love it, too. I would like to know if there are other frustrated CX-9 drivers out there? Any
opinions? Should I upgrade to the ? Wait for ? February I think you should give it a chance. The
AC was just bad luck. Recalls and poor workmanship can be explained by being the 1st year
models. For that matter, my Prius had two recalls during its 1st year, and Prius is one of the
most reliable on market today check consumerReport. Anyway, good luck with your ' Many of
the cross overs have the issue with the AC. There are quite a few Lexus and Toyota owners
which had a rock take out their AC. I think they are more prone to it due to the higher ground
clearance and lack of skid plates. Its bad luck more than design, kind of like a rock taking out
your headlight. This is good to know. My Miata's AC was also exposed to potential rock damage
so I installed an aftermarket grill. It's basically just some wire mesh. I may see about doing
something like this on my CX March Purchased my car in July Dec a grinding noise started
under the hood. Dealer replaced front end differential - no change. Dealer said "had to blow out
carbons from the engine" BS - no change. February replaced entire engine - 2 weeks later same
noise reoccured. Any help? Could it be the transmission? July I purchased my CX 9 new last
year When I turn it off, the interior fan comes on full blast and runs for up to 5 minutes I told him

to then please explain why is it when the engine is off and I turn on the parking lights the fan
comes on, or when I push the key remote and the alarm chips 2 x as it supposed to do Why
does the car creak like a old dump truck Is this the horn or the chirp of an aftermarket alarm?
Based on the fan coming on, it sounds like some wires are crossed. If the dealer put in an
aftermarket alarm system, they should be stepping up to fix it. It was installed after mkt by dlr,
but this issue did not arise until fairly recently. I spoke with the dlr today and they said there is a
"campaign" regarding this and they will correct it. I have an appt in a week, The svc mgr. I will
keep you posted. August Sorry to hear you are having problems. What brand of tire is on your
vehicle? If their is a problem with the vehilce, it's a warranty item, and if that problem caused a
premeture tire failure, I would demand a prorated discount on the new ones, not just a discount.
If they fail to act, see if they have a Mazda representative you can talk to. As for the cause, do
you have AWD? Another option for you would be to go to a specialty tire store one that stocks
your brand and ask them why you are having the problems, and see what they tell you. If those
results vary from your dealer's, take the report to them. If they fail to act I would be calling
Mazda. Do you have cupping in the tread? That could indicate a balance problem. I would agree
with the diagnosis that they gave you on the alignment. Now, what are they going to do about
your tires since it was a vehicle problem that led to the tire failure? I know I'd be hitting them up
for 2 new tires. I made a similar issue in my Audi, i. The dealer "fixed" the issue with an
alignment that wasn't really an alignment--they basically overcompensated with one tire, if I
recall, to make the car go straight. So that tire got used up much faster than the others. As it
happens, the fix was to go to another dealer who had to do something with subframe alignment,
but I don't know too many details. So it's entirely possible that your first dealer didn't follow the
TSB procedures properly Have you ever rotated your tires? Our CX-9 is too new to have a
rotation yet, so I can't comment on tire wear quite yet. September Started my CX9, put it in drive
and now I hear click,click. As I drive it sounds like circuit breakers tripping same in reverse too.
My neighbor is a mechanic and just listened to it and said "transmission" So back to the shop
with it. The last time I wound up with a dent and a scratch that looks as if someone walked
between my car and another with a tool belt on and scratched it. Let me know in which tire they
find the rock. I know this may sound really dumb but have your mazda dealer check the front
windsheild cowl. Mine was making a horrible noise as well and it took them a new engine to
figure it out. So getting back to it, they took off one of the front wheels and entire housing for
the brakes was literally being held together by one small screw. Fix it trade it. We have a cx9
and twice now my wife has told me all the windows, including the sunroof, have openned up on
their own. Tonight she thought I was playong a joke. No joke here. Is this a common problem? It
seems to me some wirings in your CX9 have crossed. Did you have some accessories
installed? Check the installation wiring. I have personally seen a Volve did something like that
with my own eyes. I have not installed any other items to my vehicle, on occasion my drivers
side window will open about 2 inches, when I hit the button to close it , it will close then
immediately open all the way When I restart it stays put and then I can use it as normal. And I
mentioned somewhere in this forum that my drivers seat will inch up in small increments. And I
would not have thought it was true until I left my video camera running inside the vehicle just to
see what was going on. I wouldn't trust any aftermarket and some factory alarm systems. As
vehicles get more and more complex, the electronics become more sensitive. You must be
taking your car back to the same dealer that installed the system because any other dealer
wouldn't touch it until the system was gone. I tried holding down the button, however nothing
happened. Called our dealership, they said they will fix problem. However, they will need to
keep the car beyond a day. Bummer, but that's the way it goes, I guess. Maybe one of the
installation went bad and messed up the electric system of the CX9. Do you have accessories
that relates to electric system like auto-dimming mirror, Sirrus Radio, Remote Start, etc? If I
were you, I would list all issues, and have them debug them all and have a loaner while they are
doing that. If they cannot fix them all after three trips, you can cite Lemon Law on it and demand
a new CX9 or money back. Good Luck. I know what you mean , but I did not have anything like
that installed, its just the basic touring package. So let me update you on what happened today I
drove it right back into their shop and demanded that they fix it or be prepared to replace it I
said to the guy " c'mon you are a mechanic, fix it, if you cant just say you dont know how" I told
the mgr. Oh I cant wait until they send me that "how did we do survey" I see some unemployed
mechanics in the near future. October So here it is once again Vehicle runs fine, park it turn it
off and the interior fan comes on full blast usually runs for about 2 minutes then shuts off not
normal Two days ago it did not shut off and it ran until the battery flat lined on me. The dealer
told me he had never heard of this when it happened the last 2 times "they could not replicate
the issue" since it can happen intermittently. But this time I drove it straight to them and literally
pulled the gut outside and told him "go ahead turn it off" Which he did followed by "oh my, I

have seen this before" Now keep in mind he just said he never heard of such an issue and even
went on to say I know what part you need and this and that. My wife stood there with me and
stared at him in disbelief and out of the blue just said to the guy "you're a dick". And what a
coincidence I just got one of those JD Powell surveys about the car and the dealership. I will not
hold back on what im going to say.. But I will say this Not because I want an expensive car i
dont but when I owned my BMW they fixed it right the first time , and always treated you like a
human. I have had the same thing happen to me. It is hard to know when it will happen but it
does. I have not take it in yet but I will at the next check up date. Keep me posted Thanks. I'm
sorry to hear you have been having this issue. You should try servicing your car with another
dealer. Remember, the way a dealer does business is not always a reflection on the auto
manufacturer. Since you brought up being treated like a human being, your wife in no way
treated the service guy like a human being. I hope they refuse to service you from now on. Of
course I know that the service is not a reflection of manufacturer, and I do have another dealer
that I use now. But as far as how the "guy was treated" give me a break, you needed to see the
line of people and listen to the B. Most people respect a person that will give them straight talk.
Theres nothing like leaving your car with your trusted dealer on Friday , call the back on the
following Thursday and you get "you know I been meaning to call you". Believe me the service
guy got off lightly. Going by your resentful, over protective feelings No, I'm not. I'm a human
being. You are the resentful one by looking forward to rip them apart on a JD Powers survey.
You said so yourself. That is text book definition of resentment. No matter how incompetent I
may find someone in any customer service industry, I would never say that. I would pursue
other avenues to channel my dissatisfaction, and look for a resolution. I would never insult
someone because then I would lose all credibility, and why would anyone want to help me after
that? Insults never help the situation. Ok, let me apologize first I will admit I probably got a bit
heated, you would have to have been there to feel what all of us felt. Basically I was looking for
anyone that had a similar incident since this had been ongoing. I absolutely was not trying to be
nasty to you and I know I dont have to apologize, but I feel I owed it to you. This vehicle has
spent more time in the shop than in my driveway. So I did find another dealer who is doing the
right thing, and the survey has not been filled out, So I guess this is one of those time where
another voice aviboy97 has actually made a difference and gave me reason to pause and
rethink. Kudos to ya aviboy There is no need for you to apologize. Part of being human is letting
our emotions get the best of us. Believe me, I've been in your shoes before. I know how you feel
I will say, I hope you let that dealer know why they lost your business. I have a funny feeling you
are not the only one dissatisfied with their service. Im at the store , my phone rings, its the
original dealers the service rep. He said "park it,dont drive it" I had to ask why and his reply was
there is a real danger of an electrical fire or system failure and that Mazda is working on a
solution and he again restated his request not to drive the vehicle. I did let him know that its
going in to another dealership this evening for repair. If you are interested I will keep you
updated if the repair does the trick. That's news to me. I'll ask my service department about it.
I'll see if I can help you. Ok, thanks He just said a couple of quick things "module replacement
and couple of other things" When I get the info I will give it to you, this way if you see the
symptoms you can nip it in the bud. If indeed something was wrong from factory and would
cause a fire, you will see a official recall very soon. So I went in with the vehicle and they
actually took it in right away they said they knew what the issue was. After about 2hrs it was
ready, I was told it was a relay and they showed me the old one that literally turned to ash,
saying that the problem is it burns out but does not short out which is where the fire issue
could arise. If this is a common issue for all CX9s, I bet that Mazda should be very busy making
a recall right now. The last thing you want as Mazda is to have "CX9 caught on fire" in the news.
If we don't see such recall soon, maybe someone messed up your CX9 during previous fixes. I
am betting on the latter. Hmmmm , that could be a possibility, I hope there is not anything else
looming over the horizon. Will keep you posted. When I turn off the car, the interior lights do not
turn on. The advanced key is in my pocket, so there is no key to remove from the ignition. Every
car I have owned in the last decade turns on the interior lights when you pull the key out of the
ignition, but with the advanced key there isn't a key to pull out of the ignition. The manual
suggest on page that the lights should turn on when the ignition is turned to the lock position,
but this is not the case, at least not for my car. Anybody else find this irritating, or is there
something wrong with my car? Ironically if I use the metal key, then the lights turn on when I
pull the key out of the ignition, but kind of defeats the purpose of the advanced key Of course a
call to mazda yielded, uhhh we aren't really trained, but I think the lights should turn on. Talk to
your dealer. I ask my sales guy to check and see how an other CX-9 on the lot works, and he of
course doesn't call me back I keep my lights on Automatic all the time, use the advanced key.
Are your lights on manual? When I pull in my garage at night and even day the lights go on,

which inturn turns on the lighted panel instruments, which includes the door locks which are
not locked and the blue backlighting in the door panel stays on for a few minutes after I leave
the car. The headlights remain on also, illuminating my garage so I can see I guess I have never
noticed since I pull into my garage and immediately open the door which turns on the overhead
lights. Or my garage door opener light is on, so I don't have any problems seeing the handles.
Tell me exactly what your settings are on your car and I'll try it. What is your light setting? What
is your overhead inside lighting set for? Are your headlights on, when you shut off the car? I'm
guessing you have a wire crossed somewhere. Check to see what your dome light setting is.
You may have it turned off. Thank you for replying! My dome light is set to door and my
headlights are set to auto. My interior lights do come on if I unlock the door or open the door
but not when I turn off the ignition. My headlights do stay on for a seconds after I exit the car
and lock the doors. What other settings are there to adjust? So can somebody please confirm
next time you drive your car with the advanced key no physical key in the ignition , if the interior
lights come on when you turn off the vehicle, but before you unlock or open the door? Without
sounding sarcastic So where are you that it's so pitch black, that you cannot see anything
inside your car when you shut-off your engine? According to the manual. It sounds like the
system is doing what it is supposed to do. Perhaps the metal key option follows a bit different
logic in programming. I'll see what mine does when I get home tonight. The gym parking lot
actually at 5am It's fairly dark plus my interior is black. Read page of the manual. It talks about
the interior illumination. It says the interior lights will turn ON when the ignition is in the lock
position, and then in parenthesis, it says with the key removed from the ignition. So does that
mean you have to use the metal key to get the interior lights on? Clearly the intended function is
for the inside lights to turn on when you arrive at your destination. At that point, I would
consider the car completely turned-off. I would think that I mistakingly pressed some dome light
button and need to find the switch before I exit. I can't recall my last Ford or Toyota having the
interior light come on by removing the key AND not opening a door. According to the manual on
the page you indicate When the illuminated entry system operates, the overhead light switch is
in the DOOR position and the courtesy lights turn on for: About 30 seconds after the driver's
door is unlocked and the ignition switch is in the LOCK position with the ignition key removed.
About 15 seconds after all doors are closed If your vehicle is equipped with the advanced key,
the overhead light turns on for about 5 seconds when the advanced key is outside of the
vehicle. About 15 seconds after the ignition switch is in the LOCK position with the ignition key
removed with all doors closed. These are all "OR" situations, which in your case is the last
situation, when the ignition key is removed from the steering column. So, it sounds like the
CX-9 is doing what it's programmed to do. The doors don't auto-lock which took me time to get
used to but that makes it all the more easier for me to put my hand against the side door panel
and pull the handle without having to look aka no light required. I'll check mine out in a few
hours when I get home. Anyways, it seems this dealer is very incompetent. Find a dealer which
is not. There are many. I have owned 2 saabs, a vw and a mercedes before this car, and they all
turn the interior lights on when you remove the key from the ignition, and turn the lights off after
about 30 seconds or
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when you step out and lock the doors. The Mazda behaves the same way if you use the metal
key. That is the what I find odd, it behaves differently if you use the metal key verses the
advanced key. Autolock is a feature I miss as well. Standard on most vehicles I have driven
lately, including rental cars. Confirmed what you state. This is exactly what the manual says the
car is programmed to do. The only thing I can think of is that when you are using the metallic
key, you'll need to have a moment to put it away in a pocket or purse before exiting the car. The
light would be helpful. I guess you would need it to lock the door also from the outside once
you exit the car With the advanced remote key system, I suspect most people have it in their
pocket, jacket or purse already and don't need to fumble around to put it away. All in all, if this
is your only complaint with the car, drive it a little while longer and you'll find other things that
bug you also. Sign In or Register to comment.

